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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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tunighr, 2lJ4-7{)(J:t, Jmh. Aloha.
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ACROSS
1 Slat
5 Small
amount
9 Baked rtem
14 Pain
15 Wolfhound
16 Called
17 Combat
18 Ceylon native
20 To be; Fr.
21 Kids' game
22 Young birds
23 Rockfish
25lmp
27 Prohibit
29 Nonsense
30 Corn meal
34 Garland
36 Mark -38 -- Semple
McPherson
39TV program:
2 words
42 Silken
43 Memento
44- Palmas
45 Break
46 BA, e.g.
47 Oriental
group
49 Harts

I· rilll~i~..:'' or <itun:mndin~ an~ a. H9!1-U507, 1 intla.

------"·'25

X. Miscellaneous
Mll.l'lARY !o,UORTS, C"AMOt:l.-tAGl<: \hnrr,,
D.C can,enler _iean<r, Army pant'i·grcat selection,
!1rl'ar prke'>, Kaufrnan'<t. Wc-.,t, u real Armv-Na~y
~.ture, 504 Yale SF. 2..'16-0000.
7/2
Al>A 'S UODV WRAP and Etcctrolysb Clnth., graiid
ilfl~ntnp-, ,free l'tlll~ultation<;, lil~C c~llu1Jie in~hcs, firm
lmt~c ~kin, tone ·th~ body- Also .permanent ltair
n.·m~·val. ~h.1pe -cyehtow~ or unwanted hair an)·wherc
nfi the hod_y. )ll pcn:cnl di!.l.'ount to students, 5taff
and fa~.:ulty. Vha. Ma\ter Ch:JTge. 88I-86R6 1 3916
C'ttrh~le.N'I; between C{)mam:he and Montgomery

I).
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ORGANlZATIOS?Ad~·ertise
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CLt.lB? MF.l·.TING?

in 1he llnr.t't'ii!y
are<-1 or,peciah~t
256-Ji\14.
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uf:SP-oNSJill.t<;, MA:rt:RJt: .fo:DlTATION -semor
tne\~~cmi~<c-livmg ;t~·.;omndations ncar crunf'IU\
h~J f<~.ll. \\'illin!-ltn tra\Je hah~·'l-itiUlS (lf other .:;ervlct."<;.
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<·au { Jt)-1, I 4? l
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ROOM l-OR n~:~·o ~ n:n1~1h or Juh. AugtHt option.
J1~1"att: hathtlll•m. lull ..:ouJ.-.mg fai.'ilitic'i-, cxceJJem
·-[111h ;nml, .. phcrc. \\iilkinB dio,tanc~ 1t1 ~ampus •
SJ->:11-mMtlh. ('all D;,nid. ZOil·lifll7 bcJ-v.ef:n R-10:00
!1.~1 \f~~,lJHn'•·

6.'2'5

51 "Pros!!"
54 Turkish city
58 Tumor
60 Gen. Bradley
61 Fateful
phrase:
3 words
63 Auction
64 Water .body
65 Depend
66 Kind of coat
67 Peewee68 Minerals
69 Dispatched
DOWN
1 Stevedore
2 Severe
3 French area:
2 words
4 Girl's name
5 Spar
6 Greek epic;
7 Orchardist:
2 words
8 MIT grad
9 Roe
10 Summon
11 Molding
12 -- egg,
13 Greek army
19 Owl's cry
24 Garret

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

r

r
26 Nlck!ll alloy
28 Possess
30 Thus~ Latin
31 Merge
32 Tableland
33 Fondles
34 Fewer
35 Level
37 Concur
38 Scarf
40 Bite
41 Wag
46 Beloved one

48 Halters
49Hum
50 Grin
52 Gallery
53 Ontario river
54 Hebrew lyre
55 Pleasing
56 Joint
57 New Zealand
vines
59 Miss Carter,
et al
62 Hit sign abbr.
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MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I · NLE

~-tl. KAPlAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
fr':.t P•ep·~rtt11or Sp~<:'l.l';,,t-s
Sm,--e- llJJ8

.\101'1'0. D.-\ I A H

-~. S320.

Oou Dnrnt'1\s, ZIJ6·349J.
7'2

TYl'f:\VRIH:R StA ~DART> PICA jU'it

~;leaned,

7r-9
SCRPtl'S ,fi::EPS, CARS, lru\:k.s. C.:ar·inv. value
$214~ \Uid for $100. thrtl gmernment age-ncie<> in
your area. For information on vehicle bargain~ call
712
®2·94l-8lll4. ext. 914.
:.~djtl\ted. 25~·:.040.

BARGAIN, 1978 .BM.W 320i.,

~ilH:r,

265-2524
MCAT class
starts July 18

Enroll NOW!

suntoo-f. ate.

mu:hclin-;, perfect in!crior. 57,000 mi. $8,500. Reed.
211-3312. 266--7156.
1 123
flONlJA 3Sfh:c. RU~S perf~ct. Look'> almost new.
Musl sctJ. !lest ofrer. Call 268·9180 evenings or
tnoming~.
1J2
JUMP 'N .lOG<;tR hea[lh exerciser, $50.00, 2~S.

6S52.

6ti5

PU'GE<n H)J SP moped, new, 124 miles~ 120 plus
rnpg:. $500 Of' bt~l. 2.94"i37l.
612S
f'OR SAtE 198n l"uch moped 1 $375. Eli?-a:bcl-h, 831·
3159., afJ.er4_:QO.
'112
Ol.YMI'!A, IJf:WXE MANllA!. pottable
lypewtitcr, \\!ida t.:arrier. ca-.,e, tahle, ~tu.dy lamp,
S75,00, 884· 3827.
6125

for more info.

located in the south lower level of the student union bldg. (UNM)

277-2839
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Marvin D. "Swede" Johnson,
UNM vice president for student
affairs, alumni relations and
development, said Tuesday he is
"very interested" in becoming the
next president of the University of
Arizona in Tucson.
John P. Schaefer announced
June 18 he would resign as U of A
president next June to become
president of a New York private
research foundation.
Johnson was a finalist to replace
Richard A. Harvill as U of A
president in 1971 after serving 27
years with the university but the job
was given to Schaefer, then College
of Liberal Arts dean.
Johnson came to UNM in 1977
after serving as Arizona's vice
president for university relations.
Johnson said U of A administrators want to nominate him
to the search committee expected to
be formed when the Arizona Board
of Regents meet July 10 and 11 in
Flagstaff. The nationwide search
for the new president is expected to
take several months.
Johnson said he wants the
presidency because "I spent my
entire professional life there. I was

Thursday, July 2, 1981

involved in the progress there. I feel
I have the knowledge and ability to
relate to the needs of the university
and the state.
"I've received about five or six
calls ana five or six letters a day
from faculty, administration and
alumni (at U of A). It's been an
outpouring from people who w~mt
to be supportive," Johnson said.
Johnson said he may not have
been offered the U of A presidency
in 1971 because he does not have a
doctorate, which he said "is viewed
much like a union. card. My ex·.
perience and performance compensates for any lack of a formal
degree."
He said his strength is getting
along with "the people that make a
university able to perform."
He pointed out that the new
president of Dartmouth University
does not have a doctorate.
The 52-year-old Johnson said
his health is good and hti could
serve as a university president for
about 10 to 15 years.
He said UNM President William
"Bud" Davis would det<>rmine the
procesR by which Johnson's
replacement would be chosen
should he get the Arizona job.
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A private custodial firm will be
contracted to clean the Student
Union Building replacina; the
current UNM custodial crew
starting August 1, SUB Director
Cliff Holt said Friday.
The five UNM custodians now
working in the SUB said the
decision wHJ directly affect them
and lower the quality of care given
the SUB, custodian Jerry Vigil said.
Holt said a private firm will be
contracted to clean the SUB daily
"on a per foot basis."
"It costs less to have the building
cleaned by a private firm rather
than with our own crew.
"During our slow periods, with
more than half the building not in
use, we can close those sections off
and not pay for custodian service,''
he said.
Holt said salaries must be paid to
a full-time crew whether the
building is in full use or not.
But Vigil said the crew believes
the contracting of a private finn
will lower the quality of care in the
SUB.
"It takes an experienced and
dedicated staff to keep the Union ill
a. pleasant manner," he said.
Vigil said the present custodians
have been working in the SUB
between eight and 15 years.
Holt said the other reason for the
change is because "we want to
achieve a higher housekeeping
standard in the SUB.
"We have done a number of
manugl~mcnt
inspection:.
throughout this past year and

found that our own crew couldn't
g1:t the building up to the standards
that are acceptable,'' Holt said.
Vigil said the crew was never told
their work was not acceptable.
''We have not had a complaint
about how the building is kept for
the 8 Y. years I've worked here.
''We work hard and take pride in
our jobs," he said.
Vigil said that the associate
director of the SUB, Michael
Roeder, did not tell them about the
change until the end of the spring
semester but they had heard rumors
about it for three of four months.
"It is my firm belief that they
waited until the spring semester was
out to tell us because students
would have backed us up," Vigil
said.
But Holt denies this and said the
decision for the chatlge was "wellthought and closely evaluated.''
Vigil said the crew is afraid they
will not be placed in another job
within the university when the
change takes place,
"We've asked for something in
writing from Roeder guaranteeing
us jobs but that has been over a
month and a half and we .still have
not seen anything,." Vigil said.
Holt said that none of the
custodians will be out of a job. "I
got together with the director of the
physical plant and director of
personnel and we worked out a
system to assure that all the em·
ployees will be placed within the
university.•
"1 want to put to rest the rumor
that people will be out of a job,
bl:aause they will nat," Holt said.
continued of! page 7

Davis Phinney (USA} of the Austro-Daimler Pedal/Pushers Bicycle Team raises his arms in
victory Tuesday after sprinting to defeat a string field of international riders, including 1980
Olympic Gold Medalist Sergei Sukhoruchenkov of the Soviet Union, at the 50·mi/e Vail Village
Criterium, in Vail, Colorado. The criterium is but one of several race stages of the 1981 Coors
International Bicycle Classic which hosts professional and amateur men and women racers
from nine nations. The average speed during the race was 29 mph (photo by Jeff Alexander)

Cubra Drops Radio Grievance Suit
Alice L. Wagoner
Former KUNM student volunteer
and disc jockey Peter Cubra, who
dismissed his suit against UNM in
district court June 24, said he will
wait for further action by Dean of
Students Karen Glaser before he
considers filing another lawsuit.
Cubra said he had no choice but
to dismiss the case because the
Student Radio Board was dissolved
May 15 by the Board of Regents.
The suit had asked the court to
order the Student Radio Board to
give him a hearing about his June 3,
1980 suspension fromKUNM.
Former KUNM station manager,
Paul Mansfield, who originally
suspended Cubra, said he could not
comment on personnel matters.
Since that time, Cubra contends
he has not had a hearing either
from the Student Radio Board or
the Student Standards and
Giicvunce Committee.

He said he does not know why
the Radio Board would not give
him a hearing, He charged
members of being timid, "too
passive and generally ineffectual;
they let themselves get abolished.''
Former Radio Board member
and current University Radio
Committee member Eric Maddy
said, "We were very lucky to come
out with what we have now. It
appeared obvious to us then that
the Radio Board would not stay as
it was and we were fearful that the
students and faculty aspect of the
board would be wiped out. We've
come up with a compromise that
will lead to a better structure of
KUNM."
! n reference to a hearing Maddy
said one had been scheduled in
November 1980, but was postponed
because Mansfield did not show up.
Maddy was not a member of the
Radio 13oard at that time. He said
· written minutes from their meeting

reported members as being uncomfortable hearing one side of the
story. Mansfield's later answer to
the board in a letter that the matter
was not under the board's
jurisdiction.
"We did conduct a hearing May
15 when the Radio Board was
dissolved by the Regents. We told
Peter and his lawyer that we no
longer had jurisdiction," Maddy
said.
In. a meeting Monday morning,
the URC voted five to zero that it
did not have jurisdiction in the
Cubra matter, Maddy said the
committee drafted a resolution to
Director of Broadcasting Jon
Cooper, recommending that the
matter
be
resolved
"expeditiously." He said the committee advised Cubra to go to the
Dean of Students.
Cubra said he thought Glaser had
not been fair because she had not
·continued on page 6
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Appears Good
For Begin Re . . election
.

'

JERUSALEM - Prime Minister
Menachem Begin won agreement
Wednesday from the leader of the
National Religious Party to join in
a new coalition government just
hours after Israel's inconclusive
national elections, the closest in the
nation's history.
If all religious factions join
forces with Begin, he would have
enough votes for at least a 61 seat
majority in Parliament and be able
to lead the next government.
But the vote counting was still
going on and the process of forming a government could last
weeks, even months.
Incomplete returns indicated
Shimon Peres' opposition Labor
Party would end up with the largest
number of seats in the 120-seat
Parliament - 49 versus 48 - for
Begin's Likud.
But with sill NRP seats added to
his total, Begin would only need
another seven votes for a majority
which he could get if other minor
factions, especially other religious
parties, joined his coalition.
Under Israel's system, either
major candidate can draw on
support from smaller partieg to
amass the necessary majority.
Peres was resting up from the
drawn out election night of see-

sawing tallies and an aide conceded,
"forming a Labor government
would be a problem."
Emerging from a 30-rninute
meeting at 13egin's Jerusalem home,
National Religious Party chief
Josef Burg said, "We have an
agreement, let me say in a sense of
direction and values but not in
special details."
Burg said a grouping of religious
parties would total between 12 and
14 seats added to Likud "would
give us an immediate majority."
Begin said he hoped to complete
his new coalition by the time final
election results are published next
week but declined to discuss details
of which minor par-ties would make
up his next Cabinet.
By next Tuesday, 13egin said, the
official results of Tuesday's lOth
parliamentary elections would be
published and consultations with
President Yitzhak Navon would
take another two days.
An official of· the left-wing
Mapam faction of the Labor
Alignment publicly balked at
joining any coalition with the ultra·
orthox · Agudat Israel, which
recieved five seats and is more
moderate on foreign issues than the
NRP.

Press Secretary Progressing
WASHINGTON - White House
Press Secretary James Brady is
"champing at the bit" to get out of
the hospital and may he able to
spend a weekend at home later this
mont11, hospital spokesmen said
Wednesday.
"He wants to get out," said Dr.
Dennis 0' Leary, spokesman for
George Washington University
Hos pita! where Brady has been
recuperating from a head wound
suffered in the March 30
assassination attempt on President
Reagan.
O'Leary said as Brady improves,
"the potential increases for

spending brief periods out of the
hospital for a weekend or part of a
weekend.''
Brady's surgeon, Dr. Arthur
Kobrine, cautioned "we're not out
of the woods yet" in terms of
possible complications. But he
predicted eventually Brady will be
able to walk and function normally,
''probably with a little limp."
O'Leary said Brady's mental
faculties "are progressively better
too," and called his attitude
"positive/ 1
It would be "foolish for anyone"
to preclude the 40~year-old press
secretary from returning to his
duties at the White House, he said.

Draft Put· on Hold

Stock
Market
Report
NEW YORK - The stock
market blue chips suffered their
sixth consecutive loss Wednesday in fairly active trading as
investors stepped up their profit
taking from first half gains and
worried about high interest
rates.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which lost 7.71 points
Tuesday, surrendered another
9.22 points to 967.66, bringing
its six-day loss total to 39 points
since attacking the 1000 level.
The New York Stock
Exchange index lost 0. 78 to
75.37 and the price of an average
share decreased 34 cents.
Declines routed advances 1128
to 418 among the 1889 issues
traded at 4 p.m. EDT.
Big Board volume totaled 49 .
million shares, up from the 41.6
million traded Tuesday.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges and over the counter at
· 4 p.m. totaled 56.3 · ml!lioll
shares compared with 47.2
million traded Tuesday.
The
American
Stock
Exchange index fell 2. 75 to
371.88 and the price of a share
shed 14 cents. The National
Association of Securities
Dealers' NASDAQ index of
over-the-counter issues lost 1.12
to 214.63.
On the trading floor, Conoco,
which eased 3/8 point Tuesday,
was the most active NYSE-Iisted
issue, up 25/8 to 681/8.
On the Amex, declines topped
advances 385 to 180 among the
776 issues traded at 4 p.m.
Volume at that time totaled 4.8
million shares, compared with
4.8 million traded Tuesday.
Dome Petroleum was the
most active Amex issue, off 3/8
to207/8.

WASHINGTON
Army
Secretary John Marsh has rejected
a recommendation by the Army's
chief of staff for a return to the
draft by 1984 to fill manpower
needs, Pentagon sources said
Wednesday.
Although reinstitution of the
draft, which was ended in 1973,
would contradict current Reagan
administration policy, Defense
Secretary Caspar Weinberger has
said he would recommend the step
if the armed forces could not get the
personnel it required through the
all-volunteer system.
Gen. Edward Meyer, the Army's
chief of staff, proposed a return to
conscription beginning with fiscal
year 1985 as part of a five-year
budget program, the sources said.
Fiscal year 1985 begins Oct. 1,
1984.
The budget document sent to
Weinberger June 15 included the
draft proposal, the sources said.
But Marsh sent a covering letter
along with the document telling
Weinberger the proposal has been
"discarded as being unacceptable at
this time," the sources said.
They said Marsh told the Pentagon chief that following

A four-part series of discuss•ons for the parents of gay and lesbian
children will begin July 7, conducted by the consultation/education
division of the Bernalillo County Mental Health/Mental Retardation Center.
Meeting Tuesday nights from 5:15 to 6:45p.m., the program will
cover feelings about raising gay and lesbian children, society's views
of homosexuality and behavior toward homosexuals and ways of
loving and growing as a family.
Dr. Catherine Stewart-Roache and John Hunt will be the
discussion leaders.
The registration fee for couples is $15 and $10 for individuals.
Reservations and more information are available through con·
sultation/education, 843-2849.

4~Week

private analysts speculated it would
go as high as $65 billion this year.
Regan said the Office of
Management and Budget is
counting the budget cuts voted by
the House and Senate, and compensating for the increased interest
costs the government is paying. He
said he also expects the fiscal 1982
deficit to be less than expected.
Regan said the administration
sees the April to June quarter just
completed as "flat" for the
economy, neither an improvement
nor a worsening in the gross
national product, But the July to
September · quarter "may be
negative, and then I think we're
gQing to have a turnaround in the
fourth quarter," he said.

1830 Lomas
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1
clothing.
1
Coupon expires July 8, 1981
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KUNM Funds Frozen;
Budget Not Affected

2216 Central SE
265-5986

I
I

ASUNM funds for radio station
KUNM were frozen Wednesday by
ASUNM Vice President Bill Littlefield; an action which had been
expected since the Board of Regents
dissolved the KUNM Radio Board
May 15.
KUNM was initially deleted from
the 1981-82 ASUNM budget but
was later added with a $45,000
appropriation which stipulated that
the funds would be frozen if the
Radio Board was changed or
dissolved.
UNM Vice .President for Student
Affairs Marvin "Swede" Johnson

said the university made next year's
KUNM budget without expecting
any student funds.
He said he insisted no student
funds be included in the KUNM
budget because he did not feel it
would "be appropiate."
But Johnson said it was possible
that ASUNM funds might be used
to underwrite certain future KUNM
projects.
Littlefield said there was a "very
strong possibility" that ASUMM
would underwrite KUNM projects
although no definite projects have
yet been singled out.

Industrial Arts Pktne
Educates Flight Plam

Open at
11 :oo Daily

Robert Sanchez

Other Locations
10015 Central NE
11200 Montgomery NE

·FRESH SQUEEZED ORANGE JUI
hamburger~

($1.20 or more)

Expires 7-8~81

l

I----~--------------------------·
Bring this coupon to the Student Bookstore
l

The workshop is aimed at teaching various European and
American ethnic dances. Materials will include dance routines,
records available and appropriate costumes. Classes will be held July
9 and 10 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and July 11 from 9 a.m. to noon.
More information is available from the music department.

Free 9 oz. glass of

45¢ value

. specially .marked items including:
Clofh1ng at spec1al sale prices·
Books Special selection of discontinued
texts only 49¢ and 99¢

A workshop entitled Folk Dance for Elementary Music Classroom
and Physical Education Teachers is scheduled for July 9 through 11.

Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage

with purchase of breakfast or

'

Clearance Sale
20·500fo off

Folk Dance Workshop Scheduled

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
Expires 7-8·81
5231 Central NW

:1

'

"More than a Bookstore"

The first four-week session of classes will end tomorrow and the
second four-week session of classes begins Monday.
Registration for the second four-week session will continue until
July 7,
Tuition must be paid before students register for classes.
The last day to drop classes for the second four-week session is
July 13.

VALUES!!!

S189 with coupon
Reg. 52"

to develop jointly-funded appointments in the college of nursing, said Woodham.
Woodham also said the PHC gift
"is from endowment income and
private donations .
PHC also pledged $50,000 to the
nursing program at the University
of Albuquerque.

SfOlE

Latin America Class Offered

First Summer Classes Ending Friday

Watch for Weekly

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

Community Health Services
president emeritus.
Woodham made his remarks
while presenting the gift to John L.
Rust, president of the UNM
Foundation, Inc. on behalf of the
center and its board of trustees.
The gift is to be used to fund
salaries for existing instructors and

-·---------~

A four-week course on teaching Latin America in the public
8chools, will be offered at UNM beginning July 6.
Sponsored by the UNM Latin American [nstitute and offered
through the elementary education department, the course will
feature films and. speakers on Latin American history, culture,
language, current events and teaching methods.
Discussion groups for English-speaking and Spanish-speaking
members of the course will be held following each major film or
lecture in the three-credit-hour course.
The registration deadline is July 3. Late registrations will be accepted through July 7. More information about the course is
available at the Latin American Institute, 801 Yale N.E. on the
UNM main campus.

Federal Deficit Expected To Be Cut
By Billions, Treasury Secretary Says
WASHINGTON ~ A new look
at the administration's budget work
so far shows this year's federal
deficit will be trimmed by "several
billion dollars," Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan said Wednesday.
He said the deficit should be in
the "area" of $51 billion to $52
billion instead of the $55 billion
originally predicted by the White
House.
The biggest change from initial
projections was caused by the
administration's decision to move
the tax cut it proposed back from
July 1 to at least Oct. 1, Regan said
at a breakfast with reporters.
Some administration spokesmen
had suggested the deficit would
climb to $60 billion, and many

A $50,000 gift designated for the
UNM College of Nursing has been
made to the UNM Foundation,
Inc., by the Presbyterian Hospital
Center of Albuquerque.
"The center has long recognized
the excellence of individual performance in various ways," said
Ray
Woodham,
Southwest

Homosexual's Parents Talks Planned

congressional approval of administration plans to increase
military salaries, the Army could
meet its increased manpower goals
by additional volunteer recruiting
and a higher rate of retention.
The sources said Meyer understood Marsh's position on the
draft and did not object to the
deletion of the recommendation.
The Army seeks to enlarge its
force by 100,000 in the next five
years, expanding from 16 to J8
active divisions plus increasing the
eight National Guard divisions to
10.
Weinberger is urging Congress to
accept the administration proposal
to increase salaries by 14.3 percent
Oct. 1.
With the higher salaries, the
administration
expects
reenlistment to jump by 7,000 to
10,000 next year and up to 49,000
by fiscal1987.
Additionally, 8,000 high school
graduates are expected to join the
Army next year and another 44,000
are predicted to sign up during the
next five years.
Army strength as of May 31
stood at 774,202, up about 10,000
over last year.
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Nursing College Gets $50,000
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McDonnell-Douglas, Piper,
Boeing, Lockheed and the UNM
Industrial Arts Department all have
one thing in common. They all
build planes.
Several industrial art teachers
from across the state are at UNM to
build an airplane, Robert Nesbitt, a
UNM
industrial
ed\lcation
professor, said.
The two-man airplane, a Sonerai
Il-L aircraft, should be completed
about July 3, Nesbitt said.
The plane, powered by a
volk~wagoll engine, will consume
about 3 lo 4 gallnn' o!' :~as an hour
ant! travel at about 140 mil~s per
hnur.

"We are trying to promote
school flight programs as part of
the industrial art programs,"
Nesbitt said. "We want programs
like this to start in the public
schools. It's a challenge to
students."
Nesbitt said he knows of three
high school programs in the state
where experimental airplanes were
built and he would like to see that
number grow.
Building experimental aircraft
gives experience and exploratory
opportunities, Nesbitt said. He
added that the experimental aircraft
movement is beginning as the cost
nf airp!:n1c' and fud increa<e<;.
a]t b OlW nf th~ n1o:,t dnzninam
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at the Posh
-----·--------------·------------------..,;..;.-Buy any sandwich at the Posh and get a second of equal value
free with this coupon and the purchase of two large soft drinks.
Offer expires 7-8-81 .
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For A I_jasting Smile!

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

-Opportunity of the Century
On June 30, 1982, if just three more states do not
ratify the Equal Rights Amendment, it will fail. The
decad,rlong strtl(Jgle to ensure equal rights for
women will b<! over. Chances of the adoption of a
similar amendment
or even of the drafting of sueh a
proposal
ir1 this Gentury are remote. It simply takerl

wo m1wh tirrw and, for fl lot of riisillusioned sup·
port era, too rnur.h worl<.
New Mnxico ratified the ERA in 19'73, ono nf the
~~fHiiost Gtatef~

to do ~o. Since then 34 mora states

!lave mtific;d thn arnendmont. But that still leaves 15
cltalfls, thrnn rlf which must pass it before the
deadline.
A common mis~.:onception opposers use to defend
thnir position is that equal rights already exist. They
don't · not in 15 !;taros and not, in refll tmms, unless
thny aru backnd up by a eonstitutional amendment. It
is vmy easy to circumvent or rescind a taw. It is much
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The issue comes down to not whether the amendment is wrong or right but whether it is necessary. It
is - unconditionally.
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Ean1 t~xtra cash for smnmt•r
Bring this ad for a $2.00 honus
Good for new and regular donors
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One of the stops on a two-day Rec 400 field trip was the home of Vera Jones in Bingham, New
Mexico. She is pictured holding a new-born bobcat kitte.n. The kitten's parents have been
caged together for over three years.and have not born offspring until now. The mother bobcat
(right) lunges at the camera, a little excited by strangers. (photo by Bill Wechter)
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The Equal Rights Amendment states, "Equality of
nqhts under the law shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any state on account of sex."
Is that scary?
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harder to change a constitutional amendment.
Other arguments against the ERA concern the
traditional role of women. Through fear of the
"militant feminist," a creation of the fear itself,_
worn&n who have chosen the traditional role feel that
thr; value of that role is being threatened. There are
many homemaker ~Jroups who support the ERA. They
under5tand that the amendment can only enhance
thfJir position in the househould by guaranteeing,
<•mon[,J other things, equal property rights.

Dr. Eel Homero D.D.S.
Familv Dentistrv
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Book Co-op Can Ease
Student Textbook Bill·

We're stripping the store of summer clothes
illfllli'i'lfl0\71111fi'171'lflfli1fi1 oooiiO?louoM~ on 60 il?lMMooMo oMno nom ollll oM oM mro oono moo

SALE !14 - Y2 off

Patrick Armijo

students sell their books for 60
percent of the new pric~ some
If you are tired of borrowing students sell their books for 55
money from loan sharks when it's percent some for 65 percent, Febref
time to buy your fall books you Cordero, said.
might want to visit the ASUNM
When a student brings his book
Textbook Co·op.
to the co"op he can collect a 30
Students can save 15 to 20 percent advance if the text is one to
percent on used books at the co-op be used in the current semester.
compared to the UNM bookstore
Feb ref Cordero said a deadline of
or other campus area bookstores, December 21 for the fall semester
Steven Febref Cordero, director of for students to collect their money
the Textbook Co-op, said.
or pick-up unsold books has been
Febref Cordero said students can set. Books or money not picked up
sell their books at the co-op for become the co-op's property, he
more money than at the UNM said,
bookstore and campus area
The co-op is opened the first four
bookstores.
weeks and the last four weeks of !he
This is possible because most
fall and spring semesters and the
bookstores buy used texts for 50
first
week and the last week of
_percent of the original price and sell
summer school.
them for 75 percent of the original
price, he said.
Febref Cordero said the co-op
Students are encouraged to sell has some books in all fields but they
their used textbooks at 60 percent have a particularly big collection of
of its new price at the co"op. No books in
social sciences, history
other charge is added although 25 and English.
cents to cover overhead is charged
The co-op is located in room 24by the co-op.
A in the lower level of the Student
Although the co-op recommends Union Building.

£fGfl of. tj:ze P.JlffiP.ERED ffi,RfDEf?
Both Locations
2937 Monte VistaNE
11101 Menaul NE
(Near UNM)

(Foothills Shopping Center)

Med Faculty Honored
National medical societies have
appointed three UNM School of
Medicine faculty members to key
positions in which they will monitor
the standards of medical practices
throughout the country.
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Dr. Robert E. Anderson,
chairman of the UNM pathology
department, has been chosen by the
National Board of Medical
Examiners to serve 011 its test
committee for the pathology
section of the national boards, part
one.
The National Board of Medical
Examinets, through its three-part

series of tests for medical students
and doctors, sets standards for
knowledge and competence in the
American medical profession.
As one of 100 examiners on the
national board, Anderson will help
write the pathology sections of the
part one exam and evaluate its
worth in measuring the skills of
medical students throughout the
country.
Of the country'.s 50-physicianlicensing agencies, 48 accept certificatiion by the National Board of
Medical Examiners without
continued on page 6
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Booksale 20% off
Storewide Sale July 6-24

Living Batch Bookstore
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Fresh Eggs, with chunks of Ham,
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2406 Central SE 262-1619
New and used books bought and sold
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$2.25

Mushrooms, and a sprinkl.e of Cheddar Cheese.
Complimented with Toast, Sliced Tomatoes,
and a side of our Great Green Chili.

HI-WAY HOUSE

Served AM Only RESTAURANT
4 BI..OCKS EAST
OF' THE: UNIVE:i=lSITY

3200 CENTRAL S.E. PHONE 255·0696
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The entry office for the New
Mexico State Fair has begun accepting competitive entries for the
annual exposition.
Effie Fitzhugh, entry superintendent, said $244,537 in premium
money is being offered this year.
This includes $211,977 in open
department> and $32,556 for the
junior sections.

New Mexico Daily Lobo's
7th Annual

Mailout Issue
July 30,1981
8500 papers distributed on or near campus
8000 papers mailed to new and ·
transferring students

Call Now to be a part of one of
the Lobo's best special issues.
~

~
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Annual State Fair
Accepting Entries
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The office, located in the fair's
administrative complex, will be
open 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday to provide information, entry forms and
premium lists to prospective
exhibitors.
Fitzhugh said the following
deadlines for entries in the various
departments have been set:
August I: dairy goats.
August 11: horses.
August 13: all other livestock (beef
and· dairy cattle, swine, poultry,
rabbits and sheep) and wool.

August 15: contemporary crafts.
August 29: aJI art.
September 2: twirling.
September 5: Shepherds and
Sheep in Wool.
September 8: photography.
September 11 : horseshoe pitching.
September 12: Indian exhibits,
antique&, womens center, chile,
knitting, sewing.
September 13: hobbies, model
railroads, tropical fish.
September 15: candies, cookies,
cakes, miscellaneous breads.
September 16: queens.
September 18: agriculture.
September 19: homemade wines,
junior baking.
September 21 : bread.
September 24: cakes,
September 25: fiddlers.
The fair will be held in
Albuquerque Sept. 16 to 27, with·
the 17 ·day pari-mutual racing meet
and quality horse shows to begin
Sept. 11.

KUNM Suit Dropped
continued from page 1

given him a hearing before the
Students Standards and Grievance
Committee. He said he had been
told by Glaser's secretary that he
could not talk to Glaser except
through his lawyer and the
university's lawyer.
"This shows me how malicious
UNM can be," Cubra said.
"I don't think she said that,"
Glaser said, "I probably would talk
to him if he came to my doorstep.
He has engaged a lawyer and it
would probably be easier for
lawyers to talk to lawyers."
She said a
five. person Students Standards and
Grievance Committee has been
formed to hear Cubra's case against
Mansfield. It is scheduled to
convene, Sept. 4, J 2:30 p.m. in the
dean of students conference, Mesa
Vista room 1178, she said.
When asked why it had taken this
length of time to give Cubra a
hearing Glaser said, "This is one of
those cases where it's very con·
fusing and hard to determine what
avenue is to be used for his appeal.
His being a student volunteer puts
his case in a gray area. If he were

only a student or employee, he
could go through those means of
due process."
She said Cubra was offered an
opportunity to appeal his case to
Students Standards and Grievance
in January but turned the offer
down.
"It was a dirty trick," Peter
Cubra said, ''they wanted to screw
me out of my lawsuit." He said he
appealed for a hearing on Nov, JJ
before Students Standards and
Grievance and was turned down in
December.
He filed the lawsuit and one day
before the Radio Board was to
answer the judge's order, he said he
received a letter from Glaser
proposing the January hearing. He
decided to go forward wlth the suit,
he said, because "I didn't want to
appeal a Swede Johnson decision
overruling their decision."
Meanwhile Cubra said he is
finishing his last credits to graduate
from law school and will consult
further with his lawyer on any
actions.
"I'm ashamed to be a student ·Of
a state university that would treat a
student like this," he said.

House
Hunting,
or Selling?
Call Edgar Cordoba,
your UNM Area Specialist,
at Hooten/Stahl,
881·7470, or 821·0335 eve.

THE
.

Professor Robert Lawrence takes time to explain some photographic techniques to his class
as the model, in striped dress, Susan Kempe, takes a break after taking a dip in the fountain
outside the SUB. The photo session was part of a "fashion and glamour" assignment for Journalism261. (photo by Bill Wechter)

UNM To Offer Course
In Beginning Japanese
A three hour course in beginning Japanese and eventually a course in
Japanese will be offered this fall Japanese civilization,'' Slavin said.
International programs will also
through the UNM Modern and
sponsor a Japanese for children
Classical languages department.
The course will be taught by a class this fall. Slavin said a
native speaker, Yumiko Ono Japanese studies program wiii
Dablain, on Mondays, Wednesdays eventually be developed.
Carol Robles, an international
and Fridays at 2 p.m.
program's
coordinator, said,
The course was developed by the
UNM Office of International "Students graduating in almGlst any
discipline who have knowledge of
Programs and Services.
"The creation of this course Japanese can get a job more easily.
serves a double purpose of
"The Japanese business conbolstering the Asian studies nection with America is becoming
program curriculum and also of more and more important," she
meeting a need in the university and said. "Japanese industry is also
the community," Dr. Gerald beginning to open up to our own
Slavin, director of the international area here in Albuquerque."
programs office, said.
During the last year Japanese
She said the beginning Japanese
classes were given through the course will emphasize spoken
Japanese Student Association but Japanese but will also include some
students weren't able to receive writing instruction.
More information about the
credit, he said.
"In spring 1982 we plan to add course or the UNM Asian studies
an intermediate course as well as a program is available from Robles at
second section of beginning 17!7 RomaNE.

Education Builds Plane

continued from page 5

continued from page 3

Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Wyoming,
Montana, Oregon, Washington,
Alaska, Hawaii and the four
western Canadian provinces of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta
and British Columbia.
Winslow
has
been
the
organization's representative for
New Mexico for the past three
years.
Dr. Phillip W. Day, director of
the UNM animal research facility,
is now beginning a four-year term
as an evaluator of animal research
centers.

industries in the world today," he
said.
Last year, the industrial
education department built an
experimental plane which was
certified by the Federal Aviation
Administration and is now in
California. Nesbitt said last year's
plane was built for the same reasons
this year's plane is being built.
"We hope to bulld a plane each
summer as long as students and
teachers are interested,'' he said.

The materiais kit was a vail able
through
the
M annette
Experimental Aircraft Co. for
about $5000, Nesbitt said.
The aircraft sponsor, Donny
Canon, is essentially buying the
aircraft from the industrial
education department, Nesbitt said.
"Canon provides all the
materials, we provide the labor,"
Nesbitt said.
The aircraft will be painted an
egg-shell white and trimmed with
orange, Nesbitt added.
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1900 Cent tal S.f.

28117 Sin Mateo H.f.
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WARNING: Stimulants may be dangerous to .your health if taken in greater than

recommended dosage. a is against the law to sell 1hese drugs unlabeled or mislabel·
ed, You must be 18 years old and prove it, to purchase. It is against the law to aid in
the delinquency of a minor by providing these drugs without proper consent from
Parent or Legal Guardian.

Look to your Sol

Conserve Energy
UNM- Energy Conservation Program

Banana Split Sale

ggo

Buying auto insurance is no fun .••
Getting Kower rates might help

Full Meal Deal

265-5695
CARLISLE AT GI.BSON

Double Burger

1611 CARLISLE BLVD. SE

$1.35
(Across from Popejoy Hall)

Call NM PIRG
277·2757

Vigil said none of the five
custodians now working have
been placed anywhere else.
"We have all applied for
transfers because we feel if we
wait until the last minute, we
will be out of a job.
"I applied close to a week ago
and have not heard anything
yet," Vigil said,

Featuring all

information you need to be
a smort phone consumer.
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HOLMAN'S NEW LOW PRICE
on the HP·41C
REGULAR $250.00
HP-41C Alphanumeric Full Performance
Programmable with Continuous Memory
Expandable.

HP•34C
Advanced
Scientific Programmable
with Continuous Memory, Reg.150.00 $119.95

Ff/ij'a

Sale Ends
July 10, 1981

HEWLETT

a!e. PACKARD

HOU.RS: MON-FRI
9:30-5:00

ON SALE

REGULAR
HP-32£ Scientific with Statistics
HP~33C Programmable Scientific with
Continuous Memory.
HP·34C Advanced Scientific Programmable
\vith Continuous Memory.

$55.00
$ 90.00

$150.00

HP•37E Business Calculator

$ 75.00

HP·38C Advanced Financial Programmable
with Continuous Memory.

$150.00

HP-67 Hand Held Fully Programmable $375

$1.79
2300 Central S.E.

Holt Dumps
SUB Janitors
.continued from page 1

Faculty Monitors Medicine
requiring any other testing.
Currently, eight out of 10 doctors
in the United States are licensed to
practice medicine through national
board certification.
Dr. Walter W. Winslow,
chairman of the psychiatry
department, has been elected to be
an area representative in the
assembly of di.strict branches of the
American Psychiatric Association.
During his six-year term,
Winslow will represent psychiatrists
in
New Mexico,
Arizona,

. .

TWO SPECIAL
RALPH NADER REPORTS
IN ONE. BOOK

HP-97 Desktop Fully Programmable
printing calculator.

$750.00

Prices Good With Ad Only

$49.95
$79.95
$119.95
$59.95
$124.95
$299.95
$599.95

'-------( HOLMAN'S ~ )'-Qu~anti__.ties
UmHed

expires

401 WYOMING NE · 265·7981
···-··--~

Quality products for the World of Science. Engineering & Elv~;~ess_ .

7-8·81
THE GOOO OR I VEl'\ COMPANY

VJSA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Buy $5.00 worth of Golf &
Game Tokens and .RECEIVE
$5.00 worth of tokens
Absolutely

FREE

(Bring this Coupon)

PUTT
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Ful?right grant to lecture in India
durmg the fall semester.
Edw<1rd S. Angel, the professor,
will teach electrical engineering and
computer science at the Indian
Institute of Sci e. nee in Bangalore
from September through March
1982.
The award is one of more than
500 Fulbright grants for university
teaching and advanced research .
Scholars who receive the awards
are chosen by the Fulbright Board
of Foreign Schol\lrships whose
members are appointed by the
PresidentoftheUnitedStates.
Dr. Gerald Slavin, director of the
UNM Office of International
Programs and Services, said, "The
purpose of the Fulbright program is
to enable the government of the.
United States to increase mutual
understanding between the people
of
thecountries.''
states and the peoples of.
other

Buy one WHOPPER® sandwich,
get another WHOPPER®
free!

BURGER

KING

Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer.
Void where prohibited by law.
· Valid only through August 1, 1981
Good only at 1916 Central S.E.

Entertainment
••

"•
•
students in he UNM College of Pharmacy. Drug information is
often controversial, contradictory and is constantly changing. No
lfls and Pi!ls article should be used as a sole guide to self-treatment
or drug use.
Delhi Belly, Turista., Montezuma's Revenge. Called by a variety of
names, travelers' diarrhea is an affliction with which many of us
who have traveled in Mexico are familiar. Studies indicate that
anywhere from 24 to 50 percent of the visitors to Mexico c\ln expect
\l bout with travelers' diarrhea. Over the years several possible causes
of turista have been proposed including stress, spicy foods and
changes in climate. Recent evidence, however, suggests that \l
pathogenic bacteria Escherichia coli is responsible for the majority
of the cases.
The inital symptoms of the disease usually appear within the first
week upon arrival to Mexico. You will experience an onset of watery
diarrhea with several episodes a day. Other symptoms which may
also occur are abdominal cramps, nausea, vomiting, chllls or fever
and loss of appetite. In most cases the diarrhea is self-limiting and
·
lasts between one to five days.
By exercising common sense and adherence to a few simple
preventative measures, you can dramatically decrease your chances
of an attack of travelers' diarrhe\l. A void all tap water and drinks
containing ice since the ice may have originated from an unsafe
water supply. Be careful of bottled water because you cannot always
be assured of its sterility. Carbonated drinks that a.re bottled and
alcoholic beverages are considered safe to drink.
W <iter to be used for oral hygiene and drinking water may be
purified by several methods, the easie_st by boiling. Youmay also use
5 to 10 drops of 2 percent tincture of iodine, or 2 to 4 drops of 4 to 6
percent chlorine bleach, per quart of water, The water should be
allowed to stand for 30 minutes before it can be considered potable.
Commercially available Halazone tablets may also be used to
disinfect the water you drink.
Shellfish, salads and meats which have been only partially cooked
should be avoided. Raw fruits which you peel are usually safe. Raw
leafy vegetables should be eaten only after being cleansed in a
chlorine solution. Foods which have been recently prepared and
served hot may be eaten. Remember, however, that even with strict
adherence to these preventative measures you wlll not be guaranteed
of immunity to travelers' diarrhea.
Should turista develop it is important that you maintain adequate
fluid and electrolyte levels. Fruit juices, cola, ginger ale, carbonated
beverages, teas, and soups will help to assure that you do not become
dehydrated. Tzy to get plenty of rest and restrict your diet to clear
liquids and some semi-solid foods. Because diarrhe\l is the body's
defense mechanism to rid itself of noxious materials, antidiarrhea
preparations should be avoided if possible. The use of antibiotics to
prevent an attack of travelers' diarrhea remains controversial.

ASUNM President Mike Austin
was elected to a one-year term as
director of the Associated Students
of New Mexico, an organization of
post-secondary student governments throughout the state, at their
June meeting in Portales.
Austin said the organization's

primary goal, to coordinate lobbying efforts in Santa. Fe, will
remain.
"This is our chance to combine
our efforts from across the state,"
Austin said. "If we set modest
goals like voter registration drives,
we can be sucessfuL"
ASUNM Sen. Eric Maddy was
appointed to a one-year term as the
organization's secretazy.
The association was formed four
years ago to coordinate the efforts
of post-secondary institutions in the
state.
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Insure your car with the
• company you tan depend
1 on and enjoy these great
- benefits:
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1 ' • Affordable pay1
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claim service
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The goal of Ills and Pills is to provide basic drug information to
the community of the University of New Mexico. It is written by
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Gates open at 4pm
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The summer Theater Series will
continue this week at the SUB
Theatre, located in the south lower
level of the SUB, with Manhattan
and 2001: A Space OdysseY.
Manhaltan is scheduled for Julv
2 through 3 and 2001: A Space
Odyssey, whkh set the standards
against which all sdcnce fiction
films have been set, will show Julv 4
through 5.
·
Showtimef arc 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Thursday through Sunday with an
11 p.m. showing on Saturday and
Sunday.
and 11:30 p.m .

;r.
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MSKP • NAT'l MED .BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~+I. KAPlAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
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MCAT class
starts July 18

Enroll NOW!
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Margaret Alemrod displays her knowJedge in ber craft as she works on a spinning wheel.
There were over 200 other booths selling and displaying different arts and crafts at the New
Mexico Stare Fair Grounds this weekend. (photo by Jeff Taylor)
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Old Town Optimist's youth
program which includes a
Christmas party, camping out and
The Fourth of July: a day work with the City Parks and
celebrated with parties, picnics, Recreation Department for unparades, a national holiday and the derprivileged children,
displaying of the American flag.
But perhaps the most exciting Dukes
The Dukes baseball team will
method of celebration is the
fireworks displays. Fireworks have sponsor a fireworks display after its
'been u•ed in celebrations since the game against Salt Lake City on
days of ancient China and today is Friday. The game starts at 7 p.m. at
the Albuquerque Sports Stadium at
no exception.
Several places in Albuquerque University and Stadium S.E.
Admission costs to the game are
will sponsor public firework
displays, some to raise money and $3 for box seats, $2.50 for gran·
dstand, $2 for general admission,
some just to celebrate.
$1.50 for students, military and
senior citizens, $1 for children
Ofd Town Optimists
The Old Town Optimists will under 12 and $!.50 for adults and
sponsor a firework display on 50 cents for children in the drive.!n.
Friday at the Grandstand at the
state fairgrounds. Oates will open American Legion, Post 13
The American Legion is sponat 6;30 p.m. The Albuquerque High
School Band and a local boy scout soring its 39th year of fireworks
troop will have a colorguard displays, July 4 at the University
presenl<ltion followed by the show Football Stadium on University and
at dark, Bruce McClure, a member Stadium S.E.
The gates will open at 7 p.m. and
of the Old Town Optimists, said.
Admission will be $2.50 for entertainment will be provided by
adults and $1.50 for children under the City Band and the Drum and

ol"ld the mort'-,(1-r of thP. br.dt:"
~well O& prom OAd. pug(?--011~ drP~W">
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for or1y
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at the Fine Arts Box Office and cost
$4 for general admission and $2 for
UNM faculty, staff and students
with valid UNM identification and
senior citizens.
The playwrights, Brent and
Wade Stevens, are juniors at UNM.

Amaranth Records singer and
songwriter Don Eaton will perform
a special benefit concert July 2,
7:30 p.m. at St. Andrew United
Presbyterian Church, 5301 Ponderosa N.E.
Co-sponsored by the UNM
United Campus Ministries Center,
proceeds of the concert will benefit
a local workshop on peacemaking
and dealing with conflict in nonviolent ways.
Donations are $4 for adults, $2
for children under 12 and a
maximum of $10 a family will be
accepted for the performauce said
Mark Ru!ledge, director of the
lJ nitcd Campus Ministries.
More informatin is available at
the United Campus Ministries, JROJ

Las Lomas N.E.

Up
~erVi.ee

Wagon Wheels Square Dance Club ~ Squti'tc
danc;-e lcmntl'l c.,.~ry Thursday rrom 7 to 9 p.tn. Cll1 the
main mall, UNM. Fm Information calf Karl Smith ar
821-7632.
Studcnl' !ntcrnntional MedlttHion Soclcty - wHI
~prlll\~lf o. lccturt! on thn tratlsrendental nredftati!>n

pmgram for "the rclcno.,c of

:.trcr.~.

cxpilns.ion nf

awarenc.r,~. and dcvcltlpmcnt (If full potential of the
tmHvidiH.ll and society, July !1. and 9 at T1oun in room
:!50-D nr !he svn.
S-:Mhble Club ..... Meeting rlt.q, third .an({ ('~hen it
(l~l·ur~) fifth Tlnm:day nf each moltth ul rom 3211 of
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Uncle Cliff's Family Land

'-

Uncle Cliff's, 5301 San Mateo

N.E., will sponsor a fireworks

'

;' i.

display on July 4 beginning at 9
p.m. There is a 25 cent general
admission fee to Uncle Cliff's.
~
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T·Shirts

Shorts
Sportif·Rugby short made
for action. It has two
front pockets and one rear
patch pocket.
Tough Poly/Colton Twill, $12.00

\

'---"-'' ~----

T·shirts by: Coming Attractions,
La Cueva Designs,. Mountains and Rivers.

/

"
•

h

\

\•..J
.l

Sportif-H iking, climbing, sport
short. Double layered seat with
zippered rear pocket (on stretch
only). Stretch fabric $27.50
Poly/Cot!on Twill $16.50
Men's and Women's sizing

Many other styles by Woolrich,
Patagonia and Coming Attractions.
For Edward Abbey fans:
Hayduke L.ives T-shirts $10.00

& RIVERS

I

.

!he? ··Pw;t~

free. McClure said that the annual
event will raise money to benefit the
Bugle Corps Band from Post 13.
The Rio Grande High School
Marine Reserve Officers Training
Corps will raise the flag. The
fireworks are scheduled to go off at
about 8:30p.m.
Admission costs are $1.75 for
adults and 75 cents for children
under 12. The money raised from
the event will be used for the
children's youth fund and to help
disabled veterans.
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14 with little children getting in for

Comedy Looks at Watching Television
The Boob In the Tube, a comedy
dealing with television watching,
will be presented July 2 through 4
in the Experimental Theatre at the
UNM Fine Arts Center.
Tickets for the play, part of the
"Summerfest" series, are available

J.J!.lt

what they ve hry.J:r: ,.-:r-nc1
We a~~o off!:'~ fo~h.-;~1:, fo
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Robert Sanchez
Activities Editor
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Albuquerque Organizations Honor
Independence Day with Fireworks

Concert Planned
To Help Seminar
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • t.RE 1310 • MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT· CPA· TOEFL

Admission costs are $2 for
enrolled summer students and $2.50
for non-students .

2320 Central Ave. SE • 268·4876

Hours Monday lhru Friday 1 0-6Satutrlay 9·5
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Ellenberger Trial Continues;
Use of Vouchers Questioned

Sumn1erfest Offers UNM Student Theatre
I,cslie Donovan

"Summerfeot" is the heading
under which live new plays, one a
week, are being presented. All five
plays were written by UNM
students and are produced by UNM
theatn~ arts professor Dr. Robert
Hartung.
The two plays already presented
have been Explain This Moment by
Harry Willson and The Circle
Game by Christy Mendoza.
Explain This Moment was a
psychological exploration of how
an old man's relationship to himself
and his family changes as he learns
to cope with his own death.
In thi~ way, the play dealt with
moments in which people connect
in such a way that they are renewed
and, to quote from the play, "the
whole thing is all right."
Willson's was a good play, full of
emotion
made valid with

philosophical
and religious
overtones. For a beginning
playwright it was a fine attempt at
serious drama. Still, because of its
intense nature, there were times the
play bordered on being cliche, even
maudlin.
The fault was not one easily
remedied, but the cast, directed by
Rod Metzler, overcame it superbly.
Led by Michael Jones as
Grandpap, the cast gave an extraordinary performance. Their
emotionai intensity was so moving
it stirred many in the audience to
tears more than once.
As Grandpap's daughter, Sara
Voorhees was alternately strong
and broken to perfection while Josh
Smith as her son was wholly
believable, even if his character
seemed a little too bright to be true.
Jones' performance was similarly
brilliant and engrossing. He was
incredibly professional, giving his

character a sympathetic depth
seldom seen i.n local actors.
The Circle Game was also a play.
which attempted to deal with the
complexities of life, death and love.
It was constructed on the
relationships
between
four
characters: Ginny, a woman experiencing an identity crisis; Paul,
Ginny's husband; Loren, Ginny's
lesbian lover; and Nicky, Ginny
and Paul's best friend, also gay.
Directed by Charlie Dowds, the
play hinged on the relationship that
develops between Loren and Paul
after Ginny kills herself and how
they deal with the effect Ginny still
has on their lives.
The questions and conflicts
raised in the course of this play
were thought provoking, at times
enlightening, and the idea of the
play was worthwhile and wellconceived.
However, the structure of this

play presents a problem.
The audience's sole understanding of Ginny carne in the
first act when she was drunk and
depressed, acting like a spoiled brat
one minute and like a bitchy
woman the next. Yet, according to
the other characters later in the
play, this perception of Ginny was
extremely misleading.
Still, since it was the audience's
initial reaction to the play and to
Ginny, this was the perception that
stuck, leaving the audience with
little sympathy for Ginny. Its
purpose would have been served
better if this first act of this play
were cut out and incorporated into
later discussion between th~ other
characters.
The plot was also rather drawn
out. With almost no action and lots
of discussion, it began to sound a
little like a soap opera and I often
felt like I'd heard it all too many

times before.
But, as Loren, April Lee Hicks
was polished and professional,
playing her character with a
delicately controlled emotionalism
that was convincing and very
touching.
Michael Gilpin as Paul was also
good though often too controlled
and sometimes unable to give
emotional scenes the intensity and
range they required.
The part of Ginny required
intense emotion. Yet, Carmen
Tittman's performance of the part
was overly emotional and ·was not
properly developed.

Steve King

The trial of former UNM.
basketball Coach Norm Ellenberger
has reached into the third day, with
the prosecution calling five witnesses and with Attorney Leon
Taylor defending Ellenberger.
In Tuesday morning &ctivities.
officials from Bolack Travel
Agency were called to the stand to
testify before the eight man, five
woman jury about tickets purchased by the defendant that were
supposedly void.
Later, Bob DeBell, the associate
director of athletics, testified about
the
athletic
department's
knowledge of the trips; stating that
he was not aware of what was going
on.
Wednesday morning,
the
prosecution questioned Carroll Lee
of the UNM comptrollers office,
who is responsible for all incoming
and outgoing money at the
University, about travel vouchers
given to him b~· Ellenberger in I 978· ·
79 for recruiting trips throughout
the country.
The prosecution tried to show
that the twelve trips the defendant
made were either paid by another

J ohnathan Cartland also over
stereotyped Nicky. His incessant
stage movement distracted the
audience from essential pieces of
dialogue -. and Nicky was supposed to serve as a catalyst between
the other characters.

Soul Record Reviews Rather Than Punk Rock
Alice L. Wagoner
Record Reviews
Mighty Fire • "No Time For
Masquerading"· Elektra/Asylum
Records
Side Effect • "Portraits"
Elektra/ Asylum Records

I was asked to review two albums
'cause the arts editor said he wanted
some other music reviews beside

those of punk rock. And 'cause he
had the above-mentioned two
albums featuring Black artists, he
-wanted
a
"disco/soullfunk"
review. Here t'is.
Mighty Fire . This is a relatively
new five-man group out of Los
Angeles. They're not all that new
on the music scene (except

AVA Looking for Artists to Perform
Albuquerque United Artists is
now accepting proposals for the
second
annual
September
Experimental Performance Festival
to be held at the Downtown Center
for the Arts September 12 to 31,
1981.
Last year's Performance Festival
attracted artists from California
and New York as well as
spotlighting the talents of local
performers. It is the only major,
regularly scheduled and funded
event of this type in Albuquerque
and offers the local audience a
unique chance to see and hear types
of creative expression usually
restricted to the large cities of the
American coasts and Europe. The
Festival also allows artists and
performers to present their works
to an audience that is relatively
,isolated from the more ex·

perirne.ntal forms of performance.
All forn1s of performance art will
be considered including music,
dance, poetry, theatre, video, film
and installation.
The AVA
Performance Division will review
all proposals submitted and the
deadline for filing is Saturday, July
25. Proposal forms are available
.now at the Downtown Center for
the Arts, 216 Central SW, and at
the Living Batch Bookstore.
All artists interested in the
September Experimental
Performance Festival are invited to
participate by submitting proposals
and/ or volunteering to assist in the
Festival's preparation. People are
needed to work on publicity,
Festival documentation and as
Festival Director. For more in·
formation concerning this project,
call the Albuquerque United Artists

probably in New Mexico) having
written for Motown in the early
70's. They recorded a single called
"Country Freakin'" in 1979 on the
Texas-based Zephyr label, but
because of lack in distribution and
promotion resources, the · song
wasn't a big hit. They are expecting
bigger things with their new label
ElektraAsylurn, and by the sounds
of this album, they should get some
heavy, appreciative response from
•listeners.
It's a solid album, good for
listenin' or dancin' to. Most of the
material was written by groupmembers, and the founder also was
one of the producers. The in·
strumentation is done well and the
guys make a vocally talented livesome. With this in mind, it's no
wonder harmonies are strong on the
ballad "I Could Write A Love
Song." On the other hand, "Love
Fantasy" with its funk theme, has
some surprisingly, pleasant in·
strumental intervals of first guitar
then trumpet. Other songs to look
for are "Love Attack'' and "Love
Fuzz." The speaker in "Love
Fuzz" says he's "badder than
Columbo!badder than Kojak,"
and Starsky and Hutch "ain't got
as rnuch/Gonna get your love/I'm
a love fuzz." The "titles may not be
so original, but the lyrics make up
for originality· they're fresh,
Sid-e Effect· They're a four-man,

one-woman group who dress in the
40's look and do some scatting on
one of their songs called "lf You
Believe." Side Effect has already
gotten some airplay on their song
"Make You Mine.'' It's a danceable, soft funk tune which I first
heard on a late-night station in
Denver, KDKO. (It hasn't been
played here yet). In "I Need Your
Lovin'" the female lead gets to
show off a voice which is smooth
and lusty. She also does the lead for
the a capella arrangement of "The
Lord's Prayer," with tight harmonizing by the men.

The album as a whole seems to be
lacking something which I can't
actually put my finger on. Maybe if
there was more of the 40's influence
of Cab Calloway or Benny
Goodman it might be more interesting. Th•!se, according to the
group's leader, were his main influences, including Nat King Cole,
Sam Cooke and W. C. Fields. It is
really disappointing to listen to a
new album and think that you've
already heard it all before, but that
seems to be the main problem in the
music recording business these
days.

party, the ticket money was
refunded or the tickets were void
before departure. Lee said, "If the
money for the tickets was refunded
or the ticket was void, he would not
authorize reimbursement".
He said, "If someone else pays
for the trip he would reimburse the
official and then it would be up to
the official to pay back the other
party". Lee said what is important
is whether the trip is UNM related.
The purpose of the voucher
system is to reimburse money to
employees as stated by the perdiern
and mileage act.
The defense tried to show that if
the defendant was on a recruiting
trip whatever else he did was no
concern of Lee's.
Taylor also tried to show that the
UNM basketball program was
providing the only revenue for
university athletics and that this
revenue increased every year that
Ellenberger was coaching here, Lee
also stated that if the an official
paid for a trip -out of his own
pocket that he would be reimbursed
after proper checking.
Taylor said Ellenberger was
· literally "making money for UNM
while saving the taxpayers money."

Leon Redbone to Play Golden Inn
Leon Redbone will not perform
anything written after 1952.
His growling voice a.nd clean
guitar style are perfectly suited to
this type .of music. Redbone approaches his material with wistful
good humor, inviting the audience
to share his delight at the funny,
sparkeling gems unearthed during
the show.
The small spaces of the Golden
should lend themselves well to the
kind of intimate performance Leon
Redbone gives his audience. Tickets
are on sale now at all Ticketmaster
outlets and both General Stores in
Albuquerque for $8 .1 0.

Nick Greenwalt

The last witness called Wednesday morning was John Golden
who was comptroller for the
Medalist Company who held
coaching clinics in various cities in
which the defendant spoke.
Ellenberger was contracted to speak
at the clinics and Medalist was to
pay a fee plus pay for travel and
expenses after Ellenberger submitted an expense report to
whomever was in charge,
The prosecution tlied to show
that the defendant received excess
amounts of money for services
rendered.
When asked if he had received all
of the expense reports at the same
time what would he have done,
Golden replied, "I would not have
paid for them because some of
them Jacked reciepts.''
The defense showed that the
contract stated that Medalist would
pay for airfare,hotel and speaking
fees. Taylor stated that "even if he
(Ellenberger) had walked or hit·
chiked that (Medalist) is supposed
to pay for what the contract
states.''
The trial is expected to continue
at least one more week.
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in a gambling operation.
Both Ellenberger and Goldstein
The continuing saga of the UNM were suspended on the day of the
athletic scandal opened a new 1979-80 season opener at Colorado.
chapter earlier this week when Charlie Harrison, who was in his
former basketball coach Norm first year as an assistant at UNM,
Ellenberger went on trial · with became acting head coach and
misuse of public funds charges.
finished the year in that capacity.
"Lobogate" controversy was
Subsequently, a grand jury
first revealed in November 1979,
when a transcript of an handed down severai indictments
Albuquerque Police Department against Ellenberger, Goldstein and
John
wiretap implied that Ellenberger former assistant coach
Whisenant,
including
charges
and former assistant coach Manny
Goldstein were involved in a plan to alleging falsification of travel
falsify transcripts to make junior vouchers.
college tranfers eligible to play
Ellenberger was acquitted at his
basketball at UNM.
federal trial in Roswell on June 20,
The wiretap, authorized by Judge 1980. Procedings against Goldstein
Jack Love, was on the phone of Dr. and Whisnant are pending until
):,ee Farris, who was under sur· after the Ellenberger trials.
veillance for allegedly participating
Twelve of the 22 state charges

It took aU four various lengths
of time to earn there belts, the
longest being seven years by
Gerard Mondragon.

"I started with Purdue in1973
and worked at it off and on for
various reasons," Mondragon
said.
Mondragon said he wasn't
supriscd at earning his black
belt.
"I was rather confident, I put
alot of work into it," he said.
Kerry Li's black belt in shoto
kan is the second one he has
earned. He also has a second
degree black belt in ka-jukempo, a Chinese form of
karate.
"I've worked on shoto-kan
for two years," he said, "I just
love it more than anything efse."

r---------------------------.

Lobo Sports
Announcements
Sports writers are needed for
this summer's Lobo, Though
there is no pay, it is a good
opportunity to gain a fulltirne
fall sports reporting job.
Interested people should drop by
room 138 in Marron Hall today
between 10 and
p.m. or
Monday betwcenlO and 2 p.m.
UNM's beep ball team won a
tournament this week in El Paso
with two victories over the El
Paso team, The team has
already qualified for the
regional beep ball tournament
and if they win that, they will

against Ellenberger were dropped
because of a ruling that falsifing
travel vouchers could only be
brought against public officials.
But the New Mexico State Supreme
Court reinstated the 12 counts
earlier this year.

z

Ellenberger became head coach
in 1973, replacing Bob King. His
teams won two WAC championships (1974 and 1978) and
participated in four post season
tournaments in seven years.
The 1978 squad finished with a
24-4 record and was ranked fourth
in the final regular season United
Press International poll, but lost to
Cal-State Fullerton in the NCAA
West Sub-Regionals.
Ellenberger's record at UNM was
134·62,. a .684 winning percentage.

mistake in the moves can let
your opponent get in."
The one times are a short
form of kata consisting of four
or five moves.
Of the four people who made
it Purdue said "I kind of primed
and challenged them to do it, I
wasn't reaily suprised."

First degree black belts in the
shoto kan style of karate were
awarded Monday to four
members of the UNM karate
club.
Shoto kan is a Japanese style
of karate based on muscle
dynamics where there are no
wasted moves or energy.
Those receiving the rank of
shodan (first degree black belt)
were Gerard Mondragon, Kerry
Li, Mary K. Phillips and Ron
Tapia.
Club sponsor and karate
instructor Gary Purdue said
Phillips was the first woman to
acheive a black belt at UNM. He
also said it was the first time this
many had tested and made black
belt at one time.
Purdue said the test for black
belt is based on hldividual
performances
in
basic
techniques, a kata, one-times
with partner and sparring.
''The kata is a choreographed
fight with set moves and patterns," he said, "it's the heart of
karate -because a half-inch

New Mexico's Basketball Fiasco
Ended a Successful Lobo Decade
Eric Maddy

Musician, artist and inventor
Leon Redbone will be appearing at
the Golden Inn this Friday night,
July 3, 1981 at 9:00pm. While the
details of this rather mysterious
figure's past and personal life are
murky, it is no secret that Redbone
is a uniquely talented performer.
His repertoire is drawn mainly
from the twenties and thirties and
such song writers as Jelly Roll
Morton, Jimmie Rodgers, Hank
Williams and Jiminy Cricket, To
this already eclectic list, Redbone
. adds the influences of Portugeses
fados, Hungarian folk music,
Chopin and Caruso. Whatever the
case, it has been understood that

Four Receive Black Belts

play in the beep ball world
series.
The intramural department
today announced the hiring of
Gerald
VanAckeren.
VanAckeren will be in charge of
individual and dual sports,
publicity and training and hiring
of officials. He replaces Terry
Linton who left at the end of
May to become manager of
Executive Fitness Center.
Today is the deadline for
teams to sign up for intramural
volleyball and softball.
GIV!: up Clqamtte!,
fr)r JUS! one rlay Yo1J
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THE GREAT AMERICAN

SMOKE OUT.
"'Amcoticun Cancer Society.

CST
for more info.

Review
Workshop

located in the south lower lever of the student union bldg. (UNM)

277-2839

Tuesday July 7 10:30am

,.,/('/, a sfmrinf,'fuNI

Friday, July 10, 9:00p.m.
Her second Albuquerque appearance.

We offer free tutoring for:
MathlOO
English 100
Social Science 100
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Skills Center 277~4560
3rd floor of Zimmerman Library
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Wild Rose

2916 Central SE

!'>lo n-S at Hl·6

266-9946

July 2-3
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FILMS INCO~PORA l£0
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Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall, Room 131
!Betu•(•en Biology ami Jaumalism at Yale & lledmulo)

Open 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Monday through Friday,
Deadline Noon Wednesday
Pl.;R}'ORMING ARTS STU()!(),

I. Personals

(Ju~t

no \'Ol! HA'Vto: 'itrong douht'i nh()ut unrestricted
radm,u:jJve tramport through your city'/ Jf you do,
then \i()ice your fee-ling~ by volunteering a little time
to CA.S.F. 121 Ytlh: SE. 842-170.2.
7123
AJ,llllQno:RQllf. FAMIJ.V Pl.ANNJN(;. Students
fill 7
welcome. Tel~ 277~$856.
YOl}R DESTINY'S IN your awn h<mds. Make
AJI;!uqucrque a ~afcr place to live. Sign ('.A.S.C.•"i
pc!itinn; put the decision in your own Mnds.
7123
l~SM. SORORJTY RUSH. August I~
Student A~o.1tvitics 1 177-4006
7/23
A.('('llRAT.Jo: JNJ<ORMATION AIIOllT contru~:cplitm, \tcrili.zuti(Jn, abortion .Right to Choose.
29·1 0171.
tfn
CO"'TA("(S1? POI.ISIIING?? SOI;UTIONS?1
.c..u . .cy Optical (:ompany. 2.65-8846.
tfn
CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST SI'IUN(; 1981 on
~ale now in Marron Halll3l. $4.
tfn
Ni':lm Ht~i:P WITH your 'itutlic"l!? Call Evelyn
Wt.wd Reading Dyunmh.-~. 881-5003.
7/30
PRM;NANCY TK~l'JNU& ('OUS!Ul.IN<;. IJ-bone

·--·

~47-IJHJ-IJ.
tfn
PAS.~roitf ANO fi)J~NTJFICATlON photo&. 3 for

'$5.50! 1 L<lwc~t prices in l{~wn! Fast. plct.uing, ne{lr
l~NM. Call 265 2444 or come lu 1717 Giwrcl Blvd.
\W.
lfn
Oll~mst·: HHJO, LllNCH and SUilda}- Dtunch-all.
Ylm l'un cat·$.'\ fXJ. Jao-Jau'<> Pla~·c. !\000 Cemral
AH•- Sf·..
7130
NI?.EP H 1MAU: HAIR model" fm hnir•Myling_
-.ht,w, .luty lt andll:. Call294-1$72.
719
"'H<:\'r MAu·: .S'J'llUENl wishes to meet female.
\-1t)'-iec,, ;,;onvcrsation, and ~:ompnny. Ne-w in wwn,l_;r·~ he friends. Cali Art, 243~1:"42.
1/2
A SJI.Vt:R UA "'tlJA.fO? A pocket Duddah? Erotk
d1~~., pic~o.•c.\? Ex~cptional Jc\\clry and !fnc A.r;intt Art
a1 th(' (iU(ldliw Gallery, 110 Vtmar SE, (By
f"umrm<oJ, 'Jue;da~">-Suwrdays, nonn-.S p,m, 256·
l'i:").
719
!o!t'PPORT T.UF. AH.TS: Buy C'<mceptiotn South\H'M, fearuring_ fine art and Hteraturc by l4 UNM
arti~ts and writer~. $4.00 now in Marron. Hall Room
lll, UN~ Book~tore, I h-ing Barch, Student
Btll1ksturc, Fine Arts. Museum.
816
FREE COJ'Jo'EE OR tt'a with your hig scrm.tJblC'.
Dnng thi'i ad, 'it:e our at.! r:n rage fhc-. (0ffcre.'!:pire~
JuJy :l()}.
'112

2. tost & Found
Cl ...-'\IM YOt:R I.OST Pos-.e">-sious at Campu.~ PoJ1c:e
8:00 n.m. to-4:00p.m. daily
tfn
fOUND: GRl:Y, l-''f,.MA:I,F. tubby. 10-month -old cat
in Mitchell Hat! on.6-30-A1. Ca11Z93·4J8J
7/9
0

3. Services
ESGI.ISII TI!TURING·WRITING problem,·CST.
Hditing, Ste'<·c fo'o:t. 2M·8675.

7,r30

TUE nATA- BASE can help you with- your re~earch

projcL't. We spcciaJizc in quc5tionairc design, data
entry (ke-y pmu:hing, VctiflcatJOt't), suitistical analysis

ISPSS, SAS programming), and interpretation. CaU
294-:S297.

7/9
EN(;LfSU GRAMMAR and compm;ition. T'Yf.O year!f C'lperience teaching_ 'Freshman
English at UNM. l.iteraturc students welcome. can
256·1189.
719
TL~TORING:

nl9 Load SE.

c:t'it or Yale Ave.) 2S6~lOtiJ or 265·3067, LaUl'n

l:Jrown,Ftder, Director. Cilmical Ballet, Jtu:z, Tap,
f.J~:ccci~e C'Jns~es. Children, t~:~ns, adulu.
7/9
:FLUTE 'fEA<:Inm, CLAIRE Smith. 255·3016.
7130
ECONOMICS TIITOIUNG. CALl. S77-6BBl.
$li!IIL
7/23
Nf.ED A HUMMER typist? Call 884·1477.
Rca&onable.
7
At TYPIST. PAPE:RS 1 SJH reports, resumes. 2998970.
816
TYI'lNG, 75 CENTS/pg, 2964998.
7/lO
ACCURATE, f.:Xl'f.JUENCEll TYJ»J!ilo'T. College
wo~k • .re~urnes, transcribing. 294-0167.
7/30
TYJ»JNG: COMl,f~rt;NT, REASONAIU,Jo:.

n

Expcrili'need all phases college .qnd

busines~

m include

stati~tk-al nnd technical.
~electric. HBJ-8230.

\Jsing dual pitch, torrectahle
7/30
ADA'S BODY WRAP and. Electrolysis Clinic, grand
opentng, free consoltations.lo5C ce\lulile inchc~. Cinn
Joose skin, tone- the b1)dy-aJso pcrmanetll hair
removal. Shape eyebrows or unwanted hair anywhere
oft the holly. Ear pier~iug, SltOO, includes earrings.
Visa, Mas1er Charge. 881-8686, J9J6 Carlisle NE
betwcr:n c.·omanche and Montgowry.
i-/9
F.XPERU:NCED TYPIST--ENGLJSH MA, editor,
publi!~hf.'d wntcr. F.diting_ available. 266·9550.
1130
Gtrl'fA:R. t.K'1SONS: AU, c;tytes. M~u.;'s Guitar
Studio. 265·3315.
tfn
FAST, AC('t;RATI';. TYI)JSG. Typewrhe. 265·
~~03.
'7/.30
SAGEBRtlSH REVCR BA"SO want~ to tJlar ((tryour
next weekend ba~b. Our rountry style is musr..- to your
ear~! Cull Kelly., :26-$·3171.
7/2

QA TYPlN<i SERVICE~ A ~omplcte. typjng and
~;<dtwrinl "Y:'l.tcm. TeclmicaJ, gcncrar, legal, medical,
'dmh!ic. Chart!> aml table~. 345·ZI2S.
trn

4. Housing
SPACIOUS STUDIO GOtARO/Vail. furnished
$225., utrfurni~hed $195. Utihlie~ included, pool·
Jaumlty. Not'hi!drcn/peh. S-100 securil)' depo~it, 242.
5501, 891·8!'1)5.
7/2
CAUEF'REE LlVJN(;~ ONJo; and two bedroom
aparuncrH~.

fireplaces, co\·ercd parking, cable TV,

indoor and outdoor heated poole;-~ men'5 and
women·~ ~unas, jacuni, putting green. laundry
fadlilit:s. Priced fron1 $225/month. ExceHcm
to~ation. 881-8711.
·stJ7
SOLAn AD ODE HOME for sale 1 close to U!llversity.
Scpata1e front rental house pays one-half the mortg-age- payment =-great investmem. W. Mahoney.
Vaughan Co, 821-44)2, 2SH322.
1123
WA-L'K- TO UNM. from thi~ two-·bedroom. den,
attached garage, house. Buy, no qualifying, low
down payment. only $51.,000. C. F. Williams Ag-ency.
266-71471 cvenings8~2-0J02.
"1!2
HOUSEMATI-: WANTED. l'OR rurnished two
b~roorn house, near UNM ,84!.-9~f19·,
7, 23
ENORMOUS. QUIET ·rwo bedroom furnhhctl
tdWfl house apartment. 1 IOO 5Qtliire ftet, Storage.
$3:50, UtilitieS ppid. no pe1s, children, S4i-O.I)2S. tfn
FOR RENT. EflolCIENC\" apartment. $175/ntonth,
all utilities paid. Air conditioned swimming pool,
laundry fadlities. For mote information t:Ontact
rc-~ident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266--8392., ZS.:S:6156, or_898·1517.
tfn
IBR 1'URN!SnEil APARTMENT ooe half block
rtom cam-pus. _&98·0921.
Lfn

ATIRACTIVE 'IWCI DlmiiOOM furni\h'd
ap~rtrntllt, near UNM, $280/momh. utilitic\ P"!id.
No pet\. 440 Pri)1('CIOn SF.. 255·6131.
1130
T•m dTADJU.-SlJPF.RJJ !o~ation n~ar UNM and
tJuwnwwr1. BU'i ~ervicc ~veo• 30 m~num. I bedroom
or cffici1:r1y, From $20~. All ut/litks puld. D~::lu;xc
kit.:hen wl!h dl~hwa5her and disposal, recteation
mom, swimming pool, TV room a.nd laundry. Adult
cnmples, no pets. 1520 lJniver~ity NE. 243-2494. lfn
l!lll FUI!NISHED APA!ITMI•;Nr, Dll< half block
from curnpurt, 898·0921.
tf11
~1'-'FJCIENCY APARTMENT FOR rem. Perfect for
si!lgle pero;oo. One large room, furnished. $130 per
month, billl- pr\id, flm and las.t momh'~ nmt.
712
(iraduate;tudemowm:d. 344-5714.
ROOMS TO RENT, excellcmt for gr&duatc
~tudcnls,on campu~ location, 110~ Me<;a Visla KE.
phone247-4299, ask for Mrs. Polly Falco.
7/2
LOOIONG FOR A hou~e to buy in the University
area? Call Susan Hflard, tile tJNM area specialist.
Wnlker-Hinkle Re&ltor. 258.45;'ill.lYe'i-: 256·3814.
7116
2BR HIUNISIIED APA-R.'fMENt 112 block from
c<lmpu~. 898·0921,
tfn
AVAJl.ABr.J:: JN LONDON-Hamp~tead E:-~gland,
do~e to citY ccrure, modern apurtment. U.se of living
nnd dining room, kitchen, t.v., washer, freezer. UT
ZlONW.2RI·5304.
7/2
VISITING LECTURER NEEIJS 1-21!R. hou>e,
fenced yard, AC, near ~a.mpus, 8·15-l:ll to 5·30·82;
$JOO to $400/rno. Write Michael Hamilwn, 9HI
Akin, Ft. Collim, CO, 80S2I. Send phone number.
7/30

L'OJNG SOMEWl-lJ<:Rt-:? TAKl: ~ome(me 11lnng.
Share the ride, ;:md theexpeme. Adv-erti'i-e your ride in
Daily Lobo.
-tfn

!Ile

DARKRDOM f.QU!PMENT. BO(JEN enlarger
tJmcrs,tanl<: trays, etc. $200. 296·6260.
7/30
MILITARY SHORTS, CAMOUFI,A(;f, 'hon, D.C.
carpenter jeans, AmlY pe:ns-great selection, great
prh:e~. Kaufman's Wc~t. r. real Army-Navy Store, .504
Y;:tleSE. 256-.-0000.

Mahu of I!Gnd M••
l"dion Jewelry

277-3312, 266·7156.
7/23
HONDA JSO~;:c, RUNS perfc~,..1, Look~ almost new.
Mus:t 'iell. De:n offer. Call :1'.68·9180 evenings or
morninJ:~.
7/2
l'OR SA I.E 1980 Pu~:h moped., $375, .Elb.abetll, aJ"t3159, aftcr4:00.
112
1969 MERCEt>ES .2.30 Toba;:~~ bn.Jwntian interior
79,000 original mile;;, Rum. great, michelin radial'.ii
mmt <;clJ.$S,500. R73-:!925, Jays, keep trying.
7,.9
SeRPLC.S JEEP-S, CARS, and -trucks available:
Mi;\ny '>ell under $200. Cull t31Z.)-742·114J, ext. 67~,
fnr infonnation on 1Jow to ptm:huse.
'NZ
"-OPED. DATAVfS, S32(), Don Darnc~s, 296·3493.

112
TYP&Wl!ITER STANDARD PICA jU<t cloanod,

VOL.85

1 Mature
5 Cop a 9 Vamoose
14 European rlv·
er
15 Layars
16 Equine
17 Surprised
feelings
19 Related
through Mom
20 Law group
21 Roman coin
23 Coaster
241mbrued
27 Dance garb
29 Neckwear
31 Naval gun
35 Disease
37 Discolored
39 Brief
40 Balto·Siav
42 Beans
44 Valley
45 Forestall
47 Finch
49 Antagonist
50- Bible
52 Staid
54 Semite
56 Leaves

59 Residence
62 Hyson
64 Exercise

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Pu:<~!le Solved

65 Spring sign
67 Ethiopia,
once
70 Treat badly
71 Stagger
72 Modified
organism
73 Carried
74 Forswear
75 Salts: Fr.

DOWN
1 Frolics
2 Stupid one
3 Wronged
4 Pencil part
5 Greek letter
6 The Lion
7 Sicily city
B Possession
9 Pronoun
10 Used up
11 Spoken
12 Bone:
Comb. form
13- ott: Mad
1B Flower part
22 Dine
25 Bad
26 Bette or

Steve King
University President William E.
"Bud" Davis denied having had
prior
knowledge
of
any
wrongdoings by the athletic
department after former basketball
coach Norm Ellenberger was found
guilty of 21 of the 22 counts of
fraud and the filing of false public
vouchers late Tuesday afternoon .
Ellenberger was sentenced to one
year deferred dismissal and unsupervised release,
"Some testimony in the recent
trial gave the implication that I had
prior knowledge of illegal actions
and had condoned them," Davis
said, ''that implication is absolutely
untrue."
"Further," he said, "at no time
did I ever instruct anyone to cover
up NCAA violations."
He said that each time he
received a report or a rumor about
aleged misconduct in the athletic
department he questioned either the
athletic director, who at that time
was Lavon McDonald, or coach
Ellenberger about it.
"The report was to be investigated; if true it was to be
reported to the NCAA and the
WAC and the practice stopped," he
said.
''In every instance I was insured
by McDonald and/or Ellenberger
that the report was not true," he
said.
Board of Regents Presisdent
Henry Jaramillo said that the UNM
governing board has "complete
COilfidence'' in Davis and that the
Regents have found no new information in testimony during the
Ellenberger trial which would
implicate Davis in the athletic
scandal.
"Based on this and on the results
of our own investigation we have
no reason to doubt the integrity of
Dr. Davis," Jaramillo said, "as far
as the Regents are concerned the
matteris closed."

51 King Cole
53 Hacks
55 Vandyke
30 Clocks
57 Error's kin
32 Choice
33 Norway fjord 58 Dutch towns
34 Hawaiian
59 Unlv. org.
chant
60 Timber wolf
35 Pennant
61 Adjoin
36 Jacob's son 63 Busyas38 Ventured
41 Dissertation 66 Man's nick43 Flank
name
46 Ont. city
68 Asian coin
69 cunning
48 Scruffs

Sammy

28 Child

119

StJRPI.tS Jl':f;PS, <'ARS1 trw;k<;. Car·inli". \'Uluc$2143 ~old for $100. ahrotJgh go~·emmcnt ag~ndcs In
your area. For information on \iehiclc bargain~ call
602-941,8014. ext. 924.
7.:2

6. Employment
POlTHRS: Wf: ARlo; looking for apcrslln to train as
an appnm1ice in our pottery. Some prcviou~ elr;:perien~e il> IIL'Ccc,~ary. Applicnms must have a 'iCrions
desire to undergo a ri,got.ou.., training program and
then be willing to work f(lr u~ for an ext-ended tJcriml.
We ar~: also looking for a "·en· e'li:pcrJem:cd
production thrnw~r. We pay top v..age't fnr fasl.
quality, prof~~sJOtml thto~ing. Hanr.-elrnann Pottery~
Caii891-027L
7,•9
NM PlRG lS now ac.:epting applications r(lr the
po~ition of Executive lJirecto.r.
1;;!
CUSTODIA!'JS WA.NiED·NEW Mexico Union
Ruilding, work·study, one for day shift and one for
11ig~t ~hm. call DQb Nipper, 277-3034.
1•9
MC A1' n:l'Olt W AI\'"TED, rcrerence~ needed, -part-

time, e){c\11J~nt pa;.o, 265-2524.

Thursday, July9, 1981

Ellenberger Found
Guilty of Charges;
Davis Denies Claims

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZlE
ACROSS

NO. 154

O:.GTOWt.l

CI.UB? :1\U:F..TJNG? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticias. Ten cent> per word.
tfn

BARGAIN, 1978 BMW 320i .• silver, wnroof, arc,
mi..:hclins. perfect interior, 57,000 mL $8,500. Rc:ed,

at

., Wl7agoJ'2

9. Las Noticias

5. For Sale

•

. .Co-Vered.:

7/2

FiUn·: COF'fi<:F; 6it tea w1th your big ~cramble.
Bring. thi~ ad. see our nd on page Hve. (Offer expires
JulyJO).
7/2

FEMAU: !lOOMMATE NEEDED, close to UNM.
$100 plus utili~ies. Call Cindy, :268·0938.
7/9
Fl:MAU: ROOMMATE WA.NTED to sharf.! 3bdrm
house with same. Nice area, bike to school. $l75/mo.
255-4851, after 5:00.
719
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1.BR )louse, reduced rent.
$100, watch child while you sleep, I work sraveyard,
Sun~Thurs, 11-7:30 weekends off. Single parent
7/'J.
considered. ~65·n73.
EXCELLENT THREE BEDROOM house, IJOl
~quare ft, plus studio, rc~reation, bis- yard~. 53,990,
t:quity 13,990. R.E.C. mombly. $445.268-0034. Ne«r
UNM.
712
FEMALE ROOMMATE IIIIMEDIATEI.Y, Very
ni~_;e,lnrge3bdr IIOuse, $133/month. 255·0410.
7/2

adju:.ted. 255·2040,

NEW MEXICo--~-----------

8. Miscellaneous

tfn

JK\YISH h:Et.IGIOUS SCHOOL is Iooklng for
tcal!hcr<; wl19 ~an teach Hebrew. prayer and JcWi5ll
Heritage, Call J. Goldman, 82l-82i0.
8,.11
PART liM_£ JOB afternoons and e"Vcning'i. Must be
able to work Friday and Samri.lay nights. Must bc-21
years old. Apply :in pcrso11, no phone ·Calh, _plea~e.
Saweway Lequor Storts at 5704 Lomtts NC, S.$16
Mcnaul NE.
rfn

7. Travel

Ellenberger could have been
sentenced to a maximum 105 years
in prison for the 21 counts of fraud.
Presiding
judge
Phillip
Baiamonte said "Norm is just one
cog in a macbine that has turned
college basketball into an almost
professional atmosphere".
He also said that Ellenberger
"has given the state enough money
in his years at UNM to pay for any
fines that might have been sought''.
Defense attorney Leon Taylor,
when asked about the judge's
decision, said "he (Baiamonte)
showed alot of insight in his
decision and showed the public
view of the case".
He also said that the jury "got
hung up on the other issues instead
of looking at what the man did for
the state and why".
Ellenberger said he was happy
with the sentence but not with the
verdict.
He sald, "Even though I was let
go there is still a dark cloud hanging
over my head and we will still
appeal the verdict''.
"I am optimistic about my
chances of coaching again at either
the college level or in the pros,
especially since I am not facing I 00
years in prison," he said.
The only count that Ellenberger
was aquitted on was the first one in
which he was accused of defrauding
former assistant Charlie Harrison
and the Lobo Club out of $3000.
When asked if he would like to
see his pee-rs stllnd trial too
Ellenberger said, "I don't want to
throw stones at people who already
know where they stand".
Ellenberger's attorney, Leon
Taylor, said that he would appeal
the ruling.
"The main point of the appeal
will be that public money must be
used in order for the law to be
broken," Taylor said, "and that
was not the case because revenues
from basketball and Lobo club
money was used''.

Women's Seminar Set
Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

New Mexico Daily Lobo

"Women in Higher Education:
Coping in the 80s" is the theme of
the third annual Higher Education
Resource Services/West Regional
Institute to be held August S
through 8.
The tnstitute will provide
training, insights and experiential
learning by addressing the issue of
power for women in higher
education.

Classified Advertising Rates: i 6~ per word per day or 10¢ per word per day
for five or more consecutive insertions. lerms are cash in advance.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo __ times
under the heading (circle one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale;
6. Employment; 7. Travel; 8. Miscellaneous; 9. Las Noticias.

This form may be mailed to;
Daily Lobo Classified Advertising,
UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N.M. 871.31
Or brought to our offices in Marron Hall
(between biology and journalism). We are
open from 8:00a.m. 'till5:00 p.m. Mon..i"ri.
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"Changes in higher education in
the 80s make it increasingly im·
portant that women understand the
power structures of their institutions," a spokesperson for
Resource Services, said.
the institute program will include panel discussions, case studies
and workshops " which address
personal power, organizational
dynamics of power, inter-personal
po\H:r and coping strategic;;.
Induded in coping strategies will
he the nsc M humor as a power
tool. Networking will be promoted
through
formal
netwoTk

development sessions and informal
opportunities to meet presenters
and participants.
The training seminar is sport·
so red by the UNM Women's Center
and held in association with the
Mid-Atlantic and New England
Resource Services, the American
Council on Education Office of
Women in Higher Education and
the Southwest Institute for
Research on Women.
The institute fee is $80 and
discounts are available if three or
more people from the same institute
attend as a team.
Housing is available for $6 or $7
a night at the UNM dormatories
and hotel accomadation information is available 011 request.
The pre-registration deadline is
July 15, with a $15late registration
f~e. Rcgi.,tration forms and ad·
di.tionai information are available
from the t!NM Women's Center,
1824 Las Lomas NE, 87131, 277·
37Jit

Former UNM basketball coach Norm Ellenberger (left) sits expressionless Tuesday while he
and his ttttorney Leon TCiylor learn of the guilty verdict. (Photo by Jeff Alex<Jnder)

Institute To Keep Operating
The University of New Mexico's
Southwest
Hispanic
Research
Institute policy board has decided
to allow the institute to operate for
the 1981-82 fiscal year despite
financial problems, Provost
McAllister Hull, said.
In a meeting last week, the board
decided to search for a new acting
inMitute director for this fiscal year
although the institute's only
funding will be $26,000 from the
university administration. The
meeting was closed because it dealt
with personnel matters.
David

Maciel, who had been acting
director for 1980.81, resigned to
devote more time to the history
classes he teaches.
The Institute ran into financial
problems when the NM House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee withheld $60,000
specifically designated for the
Institute. But the legislature did put
language
in
the
General
Appropiations Act that required
the university to spend $60,000 on
the Institute from its instruction
and general purposes fund.

Child Care Co-op Board
Works on Constitution
The UNM Child Care Co-op
Board of Directors continued its
efforts to give the co-op a strong
link with the university as it
discussed a proposed new con•
stitution for the co-op at a meeting
Tuesday.
Most of the Board agreed with
member Paul Livingston who said
the present constitution is inef·
fective and does not make clear the
separation of responsibilities
between the Board and Co-op
Administrator George O'Neil.
The constitution also requites 7$
percent of the co-op families to
send a parent to a meeting for such
actions as amending the constitution. Livingston said it was
very difficult to get that many
parents together.
The proposed constitution was
written by Carol Woodard, a
member of the Board's Constitutional Committee, who said the
board had to get itself "recognized
as a duly constitutional group"
before the univetsity Regents try to
abolish the board as they did
l<UNM's Radio Board.
Board member Debbie Sackett
:.aiel >:he was not sure the co-op was
in a01y trouble. She said there must
be other ways for the co-op to
continue to exist as it is than by
"submitting to !he power structure" ofUNM.

The Board, after polling the
parents present, decided to use the
proposed new amendment to
negotiate with the university over
the type of board the co-op wants.
The proposed constitution calls
for a 14-member board, Including
an administrator, a faculty
member,
a university ad·
ministration
member,
a
representative of "each primary
funding agency" (which now
consists of the Associated Students
of the University of New Mexico
and the Graduate Students
Association) and nine co-op
parents.
The Board also voted 5 to 3 with
one abstention to not send a letter
of reprimand to O'Neil for im·
plernenting a program change at the
beginning of June without telling
the board.
O'Neil said Wednesday he had to
combine the separate programs for
each of the co-op's five rooms into
one program because he was told by
Fred Chreist, director of Student
Financial Aid and Ca~eer Services,
tbe co-op would lose all of its work·
study workers if the co-op's budget
waq not em somewhere.
O'N{•il said cnmbining the
program' ~ut about $3000 a year
from the co-op budget and allowed
the co-op tO keep aboUt 750 hours
continued from page 1

Gov. Bruce King vetoed the
language in the act at the request of
UNM Regent Henry Jaramillo,
who did not want the legislature to
tell the university how to spend its
money, Gilbert Merkx; director of
the Latin American Institute, J;aid.
The university later offered the
Institute about $26,000, the same as
the previous year. The remaining
$34,000 was for a new director's
salary, not yet hired,
Last week the board reversed its
May 20 decision to suspend
operations for a year instead of
biting a new acting director.
Hull, whom the policy board
answers to, said the board's
decision to continue operations
with a new acting director for 1981·
82 was "a responsible point of
view, academically," because it will
be easier for the institute to get
research grants and legislative
funding next year if the institute
continues to operate.
Hull said the search for a permanent director was suspended
when the legislature decided not to
fund the Institute and will continue
only when legislative funding is
resumed.

Funds
De1ayed
A delay by the New Mexico
Student Loan Program bas
moved the UNM summer loan's
dispursement date to at least
July 16 from July 13, .John
Whiteside, associate director of
Student Financial Aid artd
Career Services, said.
Whiteside said students are
requited to go to the financial
aid office in Mesa Vista to sign a
promissory note and get a
release card to take to the
cashiers office in Scholes Hall.
About 400 summer school
students are effected by the
change.

